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For more than one hundred years, this easy-to-use guide has provided detailed times and dates to
help you achieve success. Use the moonâ€™s dynamic energies to get the best results for: Planting
â€¢ Hunting â€¢ Fishing â€¢ Buying a Car â€¢ Training Pets â€¢ Asking for a Loan â€¢ Investing â€¢
Brewing â€¢ Entertaining â€¢ Starting a New Business â€¢ Household Chores â€¢ Buying Electronics
â€¢ Weeding â€¢ Home Repairs â€¢ Canning â€¢ Breaking Habits â€¢ And Much More With lunar
timing tips on planting and harvesting and a guide to companion plants, Llewellynâ€™s Moon Sign
Book is a gardenerâ€™s best friend. Additionally, discover tips on how to get and stay healthy, take
care of your garden in the winter months, reclaim the moon in midlife, work with spring bulbs, and
live green.Â Economic forecasts Detailed weather predictions for each region Best dates for
relationships, business, finances, and more Weekly pages featuring tips for growing fruits and
vegetables A monthly lunar aspectarian with moon tables Â
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An Absolute Must Have For Me Every Year! I have been referencing Llewellyn's Moon Sign Book
every year without fail, for well over 20 years. I never like to start a new year without one. For those
not familiar with it, this is essentially, an almanac with the primary focus being on charting the
phases of the moon, which sign the moon is in throughout each day, each month, for the year. Also
included, are planetary aspects for each day with explanations of what these mean, such as
sextiles, trines, oppositions, etc. There is also a chart telling the reader when various planets are
going into retrograde phases and when those phases end. Another thing I appreciate is the

inclusion of void of course moon time frames,( they explain). There is a very helpful part which
serves as a guide to gardeners and farmers, following moon phases and signs. For instance, best
time to fertilize, weed, prune, and such. Each annual issue includes a few articles relevant to the
book's focus. These add to the book,, in that they add a bit of personality and an entertaining aspect
to the publication. It has, over the many years, changed formats, some of which I liked, others that I
didn't. All part of how it has evolved through its years in print. I find it to be an invaluable source of
information which is of interest and concern to me, and highly recommend it to anyone who is in
search of such information. I am giving it only four stars this year, as I felt it would have been nicer if
they had included a few more articles, which I really do , for the most part, enjoy. I do hope this
helps anyone considering this book, yet are uncertain as to what insight it can actually provide.

Always love the Moon Sign Book. I have been buying it for years. Use it for planting and other day
to day stuff. Good articles, good information about daily moon information, astrology and planting
information for best times.

I haven't really looked at the 2016 moon signs am still looking at the 2015 but will enjoy it just as
much I am sure. Not sure I belive 100% with it all but figure it couldn't hurt using it just in case

Ordered this book to help plant my organic garden by the signs of the moon. Very helpful and
informative re:phases of moon and how it affects gardening and our lives.

I could never be without my Moon Book each year. It has proven accurate for everything from dental
appointments to cutting hair.

The Llewellyn's 2016 Moon Sign Book is better than ever. We use all the sections, but primarily the
gardening, weather, and favorable dates for transactions. We've found that it is better to work with
the moon phases and transits than against.

I get a copy every year. It's a great reference tool and resource guide.

I buy this every year, to make sure I do my planting when the moon says OK... I've found that it
works -- even more reliably than "Vitamin B-12" transplant liquids or even SuperThrive!!
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